Care Worker Mobile App
AlayaCare’s intuitive and feature-rich app provides realtime access to schedules, route details, billing, safety, time
tracking, patient data, and form reporting all in one place.
The Future of Home Care, Right at your Fingertips.
Providing your field staff with access to important visit and client information from
anywhere, on any device so they can focus less on administrative tasks and more on
providing the highest quality of care.

Electronic Visit
Veriﬁcation
No more time sheets with
GPS-based clock in/clock out
and Telephony (IVR)

Real-Time
Communication
View schedule updates and
employee unavailability in
real time

Point of Care
Documentation

Increased Safety
& Security

Easy access to client care
plans and medical history

Ensure data security with
session timeout measures
and a secure log-in

SMS Visit Oﬀer
Notiﬁcations

Multi-Language

Communicate visit oﬀers
via email and SMS in
English or French

Mobile app available for
caregivers in English,
French and Spanish
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The Future of Home Care
Right at Your Fingertips
Access via Smartphone, Tablet or Laptop
Seamless user experience across multiple channels
allowing your home care agency to provide the
highest quality of field and mobile care, while evolving
your technology mix at your pace and budget.
Offline capabilities enabling care providers to
document without internet access to prevent lost
data entry.
Secure smartphone and tablet apps supporting iOS
and Android
Care providers have easy access to their schedules,
visit information, client care plans and more.

Configurable, Secure Charting and Forms
AlayaCare offers custom and configurable forms for your
agencies documentation needs, standards and workflows.
Rich and secure clinical data access to
prevent uninformed client visits.
Field forms including signature capture, photography and
diagrams to support all home health care scenarios.
Capture progress notes hands-free
with voice memo updates.

GPS for Billing, Payroll and Electronic
Visit Verification (EVV)
Leverage smartphone GPS data to provide accurate and
audit friendly time and attendance, while also providing
a tremendous security tool for your field staff.
Location used for Electronic Visit Verification
(EVV) to audit visits for billing and reporting.
Accurate time stamps courtesy of GPS
reducing over-payment scenarios.
Capture employee coordinates when they
clock in or out using the mobile app.
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“Before AlayaCare,
the nurses did not
have access to client
information prior to
going into the home
to make a visit.
Since AlayaCare, the
nurses are much more
prepared, since they
have access to all the
information they need
right at their fingertips.”
Nancy Flynt
Administrative Manager

